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The Technical Design Report for the TPC Upgrade of the ALICE Time Projection Chamber outlines a plan to 
use GEM detectors for the TPC readout in which there is an estimated positive ion back flow into the drift 
volume which is 1% of the 2000 gas gain.  This positive ion source was estimated to be 40 times[1] the 
primary ionization and was estimated to cause up to 20 cm distortions of the electron drift path[2].  The 
assumed ion species used for the distortion estimation are not those with the lowest ionization potential 
so the space charge could be composed of possibly slower ions[5] in which case still larger distortions 
would be generated.  Given the difficulty of dealing with large distortions and the uncertainty in their 
amplitude a gating grid would be a reasonable consideration.  As stated in the report the anticipated 50 
kHz trigger rate precludes using a gating grid of the conventional form that has been used for PEP4, STAR, 
ALICE, ALEPH and others[3]. However, a modified gating grid design would work.

Outlined in the following is a concept for a gating grid that could be used for the ALICE upgrade which 
would block 100% of the positive ion back flow from the gain region while still utilizing 75% or more of the 
full luminosity data rate.

See following diagram, discussion of operation and table of operating parameters:
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Ec ion capture drift field, grid closed 2000 V/cm

Lg gating grid channel length 12 mm

KI Ion mobility, CO2+ in Ne 7 cm2/Vsec 6

Eo drift field in open grid, same as in TPC drift volume 400 V/cm 4

To = Lg/KIEo time gate is open 429 µs

w gating grid channel width 2 mm

Ec capture field, gate closed 2000 V/cm
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Parameter definitions with example values ref
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Ec ion capture drift field, grid closed 2000 V/cm

Tc = w/KIEc time gate is closed, ion capture time 14 µs

Tp = To+Tc gating grid drive period 443 µs

freq = 1/Tp gating grid drive frequency 2.3 kHz

duty cycle gating grid drive duty cycle 3 %

Le TPC drift length 250 cm 4

ve electron drift velocity 2.58 cm/µs 4

Te = Le/ve electron transit time in TPC drift volume 97 µs 4

Ta = To - Te TPC active time, receiving triggers 332 µs

TPC live time fraction for this example.

ref
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wave form for gating grid example

TPC active, green envelope

open

closed

14 µs
332 µs

97 µs
electron transit 
time in TPC

443 µs
positive ion transit time 
in gating grid channel

Increasing the gating grid channel length or reducing the positive ion velocity increases the active 
fraction since the wait for the last event electron transit time constitutes a smaller fraction of the total 
period.  See active fraction dependence on gating grid channel length in the following slide:

positive ion 
clearing time
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Fraction of TPC live time as a function of the length of the gating grid 
channel.  A 30 mm channel length gives a live time of 90 %.
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Conclusion

A relative straight forward gating grid system could provide 100 % exclusion of the 
back flow positive ions in the drift volume.  This provides a factor of 40 reduction in 
the space charge distortion from what is estimated in the ALICE upgrades proposal 
with a very minor loss in data collection time.  A loss of 25 % would soon be made up 
for as the luminosity from the LHC increases beyond the design goal.  Currently there 
is large uncertainty in the positive ion species and consequently the space charge 
distortion could by significantly larger than what is estimated in the upgrades 
proposal.  The gating grid would provide insurance against this potential problem.  If 
25 % data loss is unacceptable then the grid design can be easily modified to provide 
only 10 % loss in data collection time.

Note: The concept is illustrated here with a stack of grid wires, i.e. a stack of 
conventional gating grids.  However, it may be mechanically more straight forward to 
use a stack of foil mesh grids using the same technology that was developed to 
stretch and mount the GEM foils.  The ion collection fields would then be parallel to 
the normal drift field but would reverse direction at each foil crossing.
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